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the crystal fairies must solve a mystery in order to help elina's fairy journey. but there is more to this bed than meets the
eye, and soon elina discovers her need to use her gift and that with the help of fairy princess asha, she can become an
even more powerful fairy, one who can grant wishes to anyone. barbie fairytopia: magic of the rainbow is a barbie movie
about making new friends and helping others. butterfly fairy mariposa travels to the fairy kingdom of shimmervale as the
royal ambassador from flutterfield. barbie fairytopia: magic of the rainbow release date march 11, 2007 ( nickelodeon
)march 13, 2007 (dvd) runtime 72 minutes genre fantasy, adventure studio mainframe entertainment distributor universal
studios home entertainment director william lau produced by luke carrollpaul gertz tiffany j. shuttleworth written by elise
allen music eric colvin executive producers kim dent wilder rob hudnut series barbie: fairytopia preceded by barbie in the
12 dancing princesses followed by barbie as the island princess on the big day, the seven apprentices arrive at the crystal
palace. they start to perform flight, during which elina discovers that sunburst is actually laverna in disguise. knowing that
no one will believe her, elina leaves the ceremony to search for the real sunburst. she eventually finds the real sunburst
trapped in an underwater bubble, frees her, and together they set off to the crystal palace. confronted by the real
sunburst, laverna reveals herself and tells the enchantress that she must abdicate the throne of fairytopia and step into a
spell-proof chamber, or else laverna will destroy the first blush of spring. the enchantress agrees, but laverna breaks her
promise to save the blush and tries to destroy the first blush of spring. elina intercedes but is weakened. the other
apprentices perform luminescence, aiming their beams of light at elina, who absorbs their power, transforms into a
beautiful rainbow fairy, and fights back to laverna, turning her into fairy dust, permanently killing her.
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barbie fairytopia: princess connect won outstanding achievement in video direction to victor de paulo, outstanding
achievement in video editing to anthony de porre, outstanding achievement in music direction, composing and sound
mixing to noah ginsburg and others from daytime emmy awards 2009. the film also won outstanding achievement in

animation to luke carroll and tiffany j. shuttleworth from leo awards 2007. thanks to make-a-wish, elina gets to go to fairy
land with fairy princess asha, one of the many princesses from princess connect. elina learns the princess magic power, a
special ability, and how to use it. a delivery girl, leilani, protects a princess's power: the ability to make wishes come true,
but as the evil queen lulina comes to know this magic, she plots to use it herself to become ruler of fairy land. elina, her

best friend bibble, and her mother, snow white, journey to the legendary crystal palace, and from there, they fly to
faraway island to meet princess shannon. during the flight, elina learns the spell which will help her make wish on her first

mission. elina fears she cannot become a fairy and her time at fairy school is going badly. however, because she has
saved fairytopia so many times, guardian azura reminds her that just as she lives in fairytopia, the fairies live within her
and she is bound to save the fairy kingdom. even if elina is not a fairy, she has special talents, and with a little practice,

she can learn to use her abilities to help fairytopia. when the school receives a delivery of a strange bed, elina decides to
investigate further. 5ec8ef588b
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